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Abstract

Radio frequency microelectromechanical system (RF-MEMS) switches have demon-
strated superior electrical performance (lower loss and higher isolation) compared to 
semiconductor-based devices to implement reconfigurable microwave and millimeter 
(mm)-wave circuits. In this chapter, electrostatically actuated RF-MEMS switch con-
figurations that can be easily integrated in uniplanar circuits are presented. The design 
procedure and fabrication process of RF-MEMS switch topologies able to control the 
propagating modes of multimodal uniplanar structures (those based on a combination 
of coplanar waveguide (CPW), coplanar stripline (CPS), and slotline) will be described in 
detail. Generalized electrical (multimodal) and mechanical models will be presented and 
applied to the switch design and simulation. The switch-simulated results are compared 
to measurements, confirming the expected performances. Using an integrated RF-MEMS 
surface micromachining process, high-performance multimodal reconfigurable circuits, 
such as phase switches and filters, are developed with the proposed switch configura-
tions. The design and optimization of these circuits are discussed and the simulated 
results compared to measurements.
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1. Introduction

Radio frequency microelectromechanical system (RF-MEMS) switches are aimed to perform 
the control function in tunable and reconfigurable RF/microwave and millimeter-wave (mm-
wave) systems. Electrostatic actuation is often preferred to other actuation mechanisms like 
electrothermal [1, 2] and phase-change/phase-transition materials [3], due to its negligible 
current consumption, no requirement for external heating sources and integration capabil-
ity with well-established technologies such as high-resistivity silicon [4–7], fused-quartz and 
glass substrates [8–11], or CMOS [12–15] and SiGe BiCMOS [16, 17] processes. The latter 
can provide totally integrated, efficient systems containing sensors, control electronics, and 
MEMS-reconfigurable RF communication circuits [18].

The mechanical and electrical design of the RF-MEMS switches has been comprehensively 
studied in the literature [19], and it highly depends on the circuit or transmission media in 
which it is to be integrated and the technology platform [20]. A number of solutions can be 
found, including integration in microstrip transmission lines [21], coplanar waveguides 
(CPWs) [4], coplanar striplines (CPSs) and slotlines [11], planar structures embedded in rect-
angular waveguides [22], and micromachined waveguides for sub-mm-wave frequencies [23]. 
Depending on the specific designs and dimensions, they can operate in the microwave and the 
mm-wave bands, at frequencies as high as 240 GHz as reported in [24] using BEOL in BiCMOS 
technology.

Series and parallel RF-MEMS switch topologies can be implemented, with either ohmic-
contact [22] or capacitive-contact [4, 25]. While ohmic switches can operate in a very wide 
frequency band from DC to mm-waves featuring excellent OFF-state isolation and very low 
ON-state insertion loss, capacitive switches are frequency selective (being the center frequency 
defined by a series LC-resonant circuit) but their operation can be extended well beyond mm-
wave frequencies by properly choosing the ON-state capacitance and the series inductance 
which depends on the membrane dimensions [24].

Mechanical topologies for RF-MEMS switches include bridge-type clamped-clamped or beam-
suspension membranes and cantilever-type switches. Important switch parameters, such as 
the actuation voltage or the fabrication residual stress, are dependent on the particular selected 
topology [26–28]. Using three-dimensional (3D) mechanical simulation, the material physical 
properties are taken into account to a priori assess the behavior of the switch geometry (includ-
ing the suspension type) in terms of initial membrane deformation, pull-in voltage, spring 
constant, mechanical resonant frequency, and transition times from OFF to ON states (and vice 
versa) [29]. Mechanical transients may produce bouncing phenomena [30–34] which degrade 
the RF behavior of the switch and can be studied more efficiently with energy models [35].

RF-MEMS switches featuring the above mechanical topologies are compatible with and can 
be conveniently integrated in uniplanar structures (CPW, CPS, and slotline) to perform a 
control function. In case of multimodal transmission lines like CPW, they can be used to selec-
tively control the two CPW fundamental propagation modes (even and odd) [36]. To accu-
rately analyze the interaction between modes in complex uniplanar structures (transitions, 
discontinuities), multimodal circuit models are derived from the application of the general 
multimodal theory [37–40]. Moreover, suitable equivalent circuits for both (ON/OFF) states 
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of the switch can be obtained and integrated in the multimodal models. In this way, efficient 
and compact reconfigurable circuits for communication systems at microwave and mm-wave 
frequencies can be designed [6, 9–11].

In this chapter, a detailed study of RF-MEMS switches to be used in multimodal uniplanar 
circuits is presented. The switch electromechanical design considerations are explained in 
detail, and a number of switch configurations proposed, simulated mechanically, and fab-
ricated using the FBK flexible technology platform [20]. The fabricated switches are mea-
sured, and the experimental results successfully compared to simulations, thus validating 
the design approach. An estimation of the RF behavior of the switches is obtained from 2.5 D 
electromagnetic simulation. The RF behavior after fabrication is assessed by measuring the 
switch transmission coefficient for both (ON/OFF) states. Equivalent circuit topologies are 
also proposed and the value of the circuit elements computed by fitting the simulated results 
to the measurements. The switch transmission coefficient is also used for the measurement 
of the switch hysteresis. The proposed switches are integrated into the microwave and 
mm-wave multimodal reconfigurable circuits to validate the multimodal design approach. 
Some examples of fabricated multimodal reconfigurable filters and phase switches using 
RF-MEMS switches with various mechanical topologies (bridge-type featuring ohmic con-
tact and capacitive contact, and cantilever-type featuring ohmic contact) are presented.

This chapter is organized as follows. After this introduction, the multimodal circuits and mod-
els for uniplanar transitions and discontinuities are explained in Section 2. The RF-MEMS fab-
rication technology platform is described in Section 3. The electromechanical analysis derived 
from the energy approach is studied in Section 4. The fabricated switches are described in 
Section 5. The RF equivalent circuit for the switches is analyzed in Section 6. The reconfigu-
rable multimodal microwave and mm-wave circuits are described in Section 7. The chapter 
ends with some conclusions.

2. Uniplanar lines and multimodal models for transitions and 
discontinuities

2.1. The slotline and the coplanar waveguide

The slotline and the CPW are uniplanar transmission lines. The slotline consists of two con-
ductor strips on a dielectric substrate (Figure 1(a)). The CPW consists of three conductor 
strips on a dielectric substrate (Figure 1(b)). The slotline is a monomodal transmission line: 
it propagates only one fundamental quasi-transversal electromagnetic (TEM) mode, whose 
voltages and currents (both for the total voltage and current Vs(z) and Is(z), and for the forward 
and backward propagating waves Vs

+(z), Is
+(z), and Vs

−(z), Is
−(z), respectively) are defined as in 

Figure 2(a) and can be circuitally modeled as an ideal transmission line (Figure 2(b)), with

   
 V  S    (  z )    =  V  S  +   (  z )    +  V  S  −   (  z )       V  S  +   (  z )    =  V  S  +   e   −j β  S  z      V  S  −   (  z )    =  V  S  −   e   +j β  S  z 

       I  S    (  z )    =  I  S  +   (  z )    +  I  S  −   (  z )       I  S  +   (  z )    =  V  S  +   (  z )    /  Z  0S       I  S  −   (  z )    = −  V  S  −   (  z )    /  Z  0S  
   

where Z0s is the characteristic impedance of the slotline mode and βs its phase constant.
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The CPW is a multimodal transmission line: it can propagate two fundamental quasi-TEM 
modes simultaneously (the even and odd modes) whose voltages and currents are defined as 
in Figure 3(a). The odd mode is often seen as spurious, and its propagation cut by means of 
air bridges (described subsequently). However, it can be used to design new kinds of com-
pact uniplanar circuits. In a CPW section, the even and odd modes do not interact between 
them and therefore can be circuitally modeled as two independent ideal transmission lines, 
as shown in Figure 3(b), with equations analogous to those of the slotline for either of them.

2.2. Multimodal models for CPW circuits

The even and odd modes behave differently when they encounter any transition or asym-
metry, and there they may also interact between them. A multimodal model is a circuit model 
that makes the behavior of the different modes at a transition or asymmetry explicit. As an 

Figure 1. (a) Slotline. (b) CPW.

Figure 2. (a) Definitions of voltages and currents in a slotline. (b) Circuit model for a slotline section.
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example, some simple multimodal models are presented subsequently; more complex ones 
are described in [6, 9–11, 38–40, 58].

2.2.1. Symmetric CPW-to-slotline transition

The layout of this transition is shown in Figure 4(a) (the depicted voltages and currents are the 
total ones for each mode, computed at the transition plane). Its behavior is easy to understand 
intuitively. At the transition, the odd mode transforms into the slotline mode and vice versa due 
to their similarity of voltage and current orientations (caused by the similarity of their electro-
magnetic fields). The even mode, however, is left in open circuit when the slotline begins since 
its current in the CPW central strip can flow no more. Therefore, the multimodal circuit model 

Figure 3. (a) Definitions of voltages and currents in a CPW. (b) Circuit model for a CPW section.

Figure 4. (a) Symmetric CPW-to-slotline transition. (b) Multimodal circuit model.
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for the symmetric CPW-to-slotline transition is that of Figure 4(b). As can be seen, a multimodal 
circuit model confines the contributions of each mode present in a transition into a different port.

2.2.2. Impedances connecting the two outer CPW strips and air bridges

Suppose an impedance connects the two outer CPW strips as shown in Figure 5(a). This cir-
cuit can model an air bridge (a conducting wire connecting the two outer CPW strips, with 
an impedance Z = 0 ideally), but also more complicated situations. The even mode does not 
interact with the impedance since the two outer CPW conductors have the same even-mode 
electric potential. Therefore, the impedance behaves as a shunt impedance for the odd mode, 
and it is transparent to the even mode. Thus, its circuit model is that of Figure 5(b). As can 
be seen, an air bridge (Z = 0) blocks the propagation of the odd mode by short-circuiting it. 
By controlling the value of Z, for instance, by means of MEMS switches, the amount of odd 
mode that propagates from the left side of the CPW to the right one can be controlled without 
affecting the propagation of the even mode.

2.2.3. Asymmetric shunt impedances in a CPW

In the two previous examples, the even and odd modes behaved in a different way at the 
analyzed transitions but did not interact between them due to the symmetry of the transitions. 
When the transitions are asymmetric, as it is the case for the asymmetric shunt impedances 
connecting the strips of the CPW shown in Figure 6(a), the modes interact between them. 
The behavior of this transition is not obvious, but it can be rigorously modeled by the circuit 
shown in Figure 6(b) [37]. As can be seen, in this case, there is an energy balance between 
even and odd modes (there is a circuit connection between the even- and odd-mode ports), 
provided that the impedances ZA and ZB are different. Again, by controlling the values of 
ZA and ZB by means of MEMS switches, the amount of energy transfer among modes can be 
controlled. This transition and other described in [38–40] are the base for building multimodal 
uniplanar reconfigurable circuits [6, 9–11, 58] using MEMS switches.

Figure 5. (a) Impedances connecting the two outer CPW strips. (b) Multimodal circuit model.
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3. Fabrication technology for electrostatically actuated RF-MEMS 
switches

3.1. RF-MEMS technology platform

A flexible technology platform has been developed and optimized at the FBK Institute (Trento, 
Italy) for the fabrication of RF-MEMS. Basic components (like low-loss CPW, microstrip line 
and slotline, ohmic [41, 42] and capacitive [43, 44] switches, variable capacitors and induc-
tors) can be integrated in complex reconfigurable RF circuits. Many kinds of devices were 
produced, mainly for space and communication application, like switching matrices [45, 46], 
tunable and switchable phase shifters [47], reconfigurable antennas, impedance matching 
networks [48], VCOs [49, 50], and tunable filters. Depending on the used substrate, high-
resistivity silicon (<40 GHz), or fused quartz (>40 GHz), the working frequency range spans 
from sub-GHz up to more than 100 GHz.

The base process requires eight lithography masks but, depending on the requirements, it can 
easily be expanded to deposit and pattern metal on the wafer backside to realize microstrip 
lines or antennas and to obtain devices suspended over thin membranes by locally removing 
the substrate. A wafer-to-wafer or a cap-to-die-bonding module is also available to encapsu-
late the delicate MEMS moving parts [51].

RF signal lines and ground area are made of thick electroplated gold to reduce insertion losses 
while actuation electrodes and DC-bias signal lines are made of a high-resistivity polysilicon to 
minimize coupling with adjacent RF lines. The movable and suspended structures of the elec-
trostatically actuated switches, which can be either cantilevers or clamped-clamped beams, 
are made by gold deposited over a sacrificial photoresist layer having the thickness of the 
required air gap, while switch underpass lines and other conductors are made of a thin Al film.  
On ohmic-contact switches, the gold-to-gold contact area is defined by underneath polysili-
con protruding dimples to ensure a repeatable contact force and a uniform and reproduc-
ible low contact resistance. On capacitive-contact switches, the contact capacitor is made by 
depositing a thin silicon oxide dielectric and an upper floating metal (FLOMET) electrode 

Figure 6. (a) Asymmetric shunt impedances connecting the strips of a CPW. (b) Multimodal circuit model.
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over the metal underpass line, obtaining a very well-defined and reproducible metal insulator 
metal (MIM) capacitor. In this way, when the switch-movable membrane is in an up position, 
the capacitance, due mainly to the air gap, is small while when it is actuated, the membrane 
contacts the top floating metal electrode, and the capacitance is defined by the MIM capaci-
tor and not by the membrane itself. In this way, the switch is much more repeatable than the 
usual configuration, where the movable membrane directly touches the dielectric and the 
capacitance is strongly influenced by both the membrane deformations and surface rough-
ness leading to a capacitance value much lower than the designed one.

For all the switch configurations, the actuation electrodes are separated from the contact area. 
This makes it possible to optimize them independently to sustain the high actuation voltage 
(up to 100 V) and reducing the charging phenomena. It is possible either to use a thicker 
dielectric over polysilicon to limit the electric field or better to use a dielectric-free configura-
tion removing all the dielectric and using a matrix of mechanical stoppers to prevent short 
circuits. The height of the stoppers has to be designed in order to obtain an air gap between 
movable bridges and electrodes which is thick enough for isolation at the bias voltage used.

3.2. Fabrication process

The basic fabrication process for silicon substrate is reported in [20, 52] and illustrated 
in Figure 7, where a schematic cross section of an ohmic switch is represented. For high- 
frequency devices, the losses of the silicon are too high and quartz (fused silica) is preferred. 
Only minor adjustments are required to process transparent substrates.

The fabrication process starts with the oxidation of the high-resistivity (>5000 Ω·cm) 150-mm 
diameter silicon wafers in order to obtain a 1-μm-thick silicon oxide isolation layer. A 630-
nm thick layer of polysilicon is then deposited by low-pressure chemical vapor deposition 
(LPCVD) and doped by ion implantation to obtain a sheet resistance of about 1600 Ω/sq. 
The polysilicon structures are defined by lithography and dry etching using chlorine-based 
gas plasma, and the residual photoresist is removed by an oxygen plasma (Figure 7(a)). An 
annealing at 925°C for 1 h in nitrogen atmosphere is required to diffuse and to electrically 
activate the B ions. To electrically isolate the polysilicon, 300 nm of silicon dioxide is deposited 
by LPCVD at 718°C (TEOS). When a backside conductive layer is required for microstrip lines 
or devices like phased array antennas, an aluminum film is sputtered and patterned on the 
wafer backside. The process continues on the front side with a lithography and dry etching 
to open holes in the TEOS layer for contacting the underneath polysilicon (Figure 7(b)). To 
realize connection lines, a conductive metal consisting of Ti/TiN diffusion barrier and Al1%Si 
is sputtered and patterned by dry etching (Figure 7(c)). The total thickness is the same as that 
of polysilicon to minimize distortion of the switch bridges crossing over both metal under-
pass and polysilicon actuation electrodes. A 100-nm thick SiO2 deposited by PECVD is used 
as dielectric for capacitive contacts as well as for metal isolation. Holes in the oxide (vias) are 
realized by lithography and dry etching to contact the underneath metal and for the dielec-
tric-free actuation electrodes (Figure 7(d)).

To realize the bottom part of the gold-to-gold contacts of ohmic switches as well as an elec-
trically floating metal layer for capacitive-contact switches, a 5-nm Cr adhesion layer and 
150-nm Au are deposited by an electron beam gun, patterned and wet etched (Figure 7(d)). 
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A photoresist sacrificial layer (spacer) is lithographically defined under movable structures 
and suspended air bridges because later it can be easily removed by oxygen plasma to form 
an air gap (Figure 7(e)). To make the RF structures, a conductive seed layer of 2.5 nm of Cr 
and 25 nm of Au is deposited by e-beam, patterned using thick AZ 4562 positive resist, and 
a 1.8-μm-thick first gold layer (bridge) having a slightly tensile residual stress is selectively 
grown by electroplating (Figure 7(f)). A second 3.5-μm-thick gold layer (CPW) is then defined 
by AZ 4562 and electroplated. The thinner Au bridge layer is used to make the suspended and 
movable structure while both layers are superimposed to obtain thicker low resistance signal 
lines and ground areas. To better control the deformation of the movable parts of the switch, 
it is possible to use the bridge layer for deformable suspension legs and bridge plus CPW 
layer for a stiffer main body that moves rigidly, almost without deformations. This concept is 
applied in the fabricated devices, described in Section 5. To complete the fabrication, the seed 
layer is removed by wet etching, and the suspended structures are released by removing the 
spacer underneath by an oxygen plasma (Figure 7(g)).

4. Electromechanical models for electrostatically actuated RF-MEMS 
switches: energy considerations

Mechanical design plays an important role in the RF behavior of MEMS switches because 
it couples important parameters such as the required actuation voltage (also called pull-in 
voltage, Vpull-in), actuation time, release time, and the appearance of a bouncing phenomenon 
after release, which delays a complete release of the switch. The pull-in voltage is commonly 
calculated assuming a static mechanical behavior in RF-MEMS switches. For compatibility of 
RF-MEMS with low-voltage CMOS and BiCMOS technologies [14], charge-pump techniques 
are often used [53]. Nonetheless, a current trend is to decrease the MEMS high Vpull-in, because 
charge pump has some limitations given the ever-reducing voltages in CMOS and BiCMOS [54].  

Figure 7. Depiction of the fabrication process flow on a schematic ohmic-switch cross section.
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One strategy is to dynamically drive the RF-MEMS switches with an input step voltage wave-
form, which has shown that can decrease the actuation voltage [55]. However, the induced 
dynamic mechanical behavior can cause an important bouncing phenomenon after release 
and deeply affect the switch RF/microwave isolation relevant to the RF/microwave behavior, 
disabling fast-switching applications.

Another trend to achieve fast-switching is to use actuation voltages beyond pull-in. The 
accumulated electrostatic energy will generate mechanical energy that will be released in the 
form of mechanical oscillations (bouncing) of the switch membrane [30–35]. To accurately 
approach RF-MEMS mechanical design, the dynamic behavior of RF-MEMS switches should 
be considered rather than only static behavior.

The analysis of the electromechanical exchange of energy in the RF-MEMS is an analytical tool 
that can provide inside knowledge on the required minimum Vpull-in. It also takes into account 
the rebound after release due to the increased actuation voltages [26]. During the switching 
process, the mechanical membrane or the cantilever undergoes an important deformation. To 
capture this influence, nonlinear terms should be used in the mechanical model [35].

Figure 8 shows the schematic of the one-dimensional (1D) lumped-mass model that, com-
bined with classical Newtonian mechanics, can be used to predict the behavior under applied 
electrostatic forces of an RF-MEMS switch (either a membrane or a cantilever). If air damp-
ing is considered the only non-conservative force, then the equation of the motion for the 1D 
model shown in Figure 8 is

   m  ef   y ¨   +  b  ef    y   ̇  +  k  ef   y =  F  o    (1)

where meff is the effective mass of the mechanical structure, beff is the damping coefficient  
( =  √ 

______
  m  

eff
    k  
eff

     / Q , where Q is the mechanical quality factor), keff = kl + k3 y2, where kl and k3 are the 
spring constants in the direction of the motion of the mechanical structure, and Fo is the 
summation of all external forces applied (i.e., the electrostatic force).

The study of the energy exchange of the mechanical system not only provides the position 
of the contact point of the MEMS switch but also provides deep insight to the required Vpull-in, 
the maximum rebound height, and the actual actuation/release times. For the lumped model 
shown in Figure 8, the total energy of the system E is expressed as

  E =   (    1 _ 2    m  eff     y ˙     2  )    +   (    1 _ 2    k  1    y   2  +   1 _ 2    k  3    y   4  )    +   (    
 ε  o   A _ 

2   (   g  i   − y )     
2
 
    V   2  )     (2)

Figure 8. 1D mechanical lumped-mass model of an RF-MEMS switch.
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where V is the applied actuation voltage, ε0 is the dielectric constant, gi is the initial gap 
between the electrodes, and A is the area of the electrodes. In Eq. (2), the first term in brackets 
is the kinetic energy, the second is the potential energy Um stored as the mechanical deforma-
tion of the structure, and the third is the electrical potential energy Ue. The different thermal 
processes in the RF switch fabrication (explained in Section 3) can induce an intrinsic residual 
stress. This effect produces a nonlinear mechanical behavior which can be modeled as a non-
linear spring with spring constants kl and k3.

Figure 9 shows the evolution of the total energy E with respect to the position of the contact 
point of the mechanical structure along the gap when the switch is released from the actuated 
position. It can be observed that the total energy E evolves due to inertia and damping forces 
but is bounded by the potential energy curve (U = Um + Ue), and the change on the potential 
energy accumulated can modify both the rebounds and the isolation time.

From Eq. (2), the actuation voltage can be obtained since at the point of instability (or switching)  
 ∂ E / ∂ y = 0 . In case of nonlinear mechanical behavior, the resulting expression of Vpull-in is as 
follows:

   V  pull_in   ≈  √ 

____________

    
  g  i     3  ____ 4  ε  o   A

   (  
 k  3     g  i     2  ____ 8   +  k  1  )     (3)

Eq. (3) is used in the simulations of the fabricated switches, discussed in the next Section.

5. Electrostatically actuated RF-MEMS switch configurations for 
reconfigurable uniplanar circuits

This section presents electrostatically actuated switch configurations which can easily be 
integrated in reconfigurable uniplanar circuits. All the considered devices were fabricated 
using the eight-mask surface micromachining process from FBK explained in Section 3. The 
structures are composed of a 1.8-μm-thick gold layer and reinforced with a 3.5-μm-thick 

Figure 9. Simulated evolution of the switch total energy after release from the actuated position.
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 superimposed gold frame to increase the rigidity of the cantilever or the bridge. The switches 
were designed taking into account the mechanical analysis described in Section 4.

To reduce the initial deformation of the switch membrane, different authors have reported on 
the effective stiffness of common suspensions types [26–28]. A coupled-field 3D finite element 
analysis (FEA) with ANSYS® Workbench™ can be used to model the mechanical structure 
and tune the measured initial deformation according to the residual stress produced by the 
fabrication process. The robustness of the design to manufacturing stresses can also be stud-
ied with this software.

The switch designs presented use either a clamped-clamped suspension or alternative sus-
pension techniques such as straight-beam, curved-beam, or folded-beam which reduce the 
initial stress and the actuation voltage. Some FEA results are shown to assess the ability of 
the proposed suspensions to absorb the initial stress. Hysteresis measurements are also pre-
sented to show the featured pull-in and pull-out voltages. At the end of the section, Table 1 
summarizes the switch dimensions and the main mechanical parameters for the different 
switches.

The RF behavior of the switches, including equivalent circuits in ON and OFF states, is dis-
cussed in detail in Section 6.

5.1. Cantilever-type switches for switchable asymmetric shunt impedances

Figure 10 shows a cantilever-type ohmic-contact switch, able to synthesize asymmetric shunt 
impedances in a CPW to control the CPW even mode as explained in Section 2.2.3. The can-
tilever is placed above a rectangular notch in the upper lateral ground plane to which is 
anchored using a suspension composed of two 16-μm-wide beams, providing a low spring 
constant value and a low pull-in voltage. The beams may be either straight-shaped (Figure 
10(a)) or semi-circular-shaped (Figure 10(b)). The latter is used to reduce the initial deforma-
tion of the switch due to the residual stress [27] produced by the fabrication process [20, 52]. 
To compute the initial deflection, a 3D FEA using ANSYS® was performed. The initial stress 
values used for the simulation were σ2 = 58 MPa (gold layer with a thickness t2 = 1.8 μm) and 
σ1 = 62 MPa (gold layer with a thickness t1 = 3.5 μm). As shown in Figure 10(c), the simulated 
initial deformation was −0.19 μm. The devices were fabricated on a quartz substrate (εr = 3.8) 
with a thickness h = 300 μm and an air gap gi = 1.6 μm. An isolated, high-resistivity polysili-
con lower electrode is placed in the notch underneath the cantilever. Three ohmic contacts 
are defined on the bottom edge, and small dimples (12 × 10 μm2) of polysilicon are placed 
underneath, creating contact bumps to reduce the contact resistance and enhance the RF 
behavior.

5.2. Bridge-type switches

Bridge-type switches can be used to perform both ohmic contacts and capacitive contacts in 
uniplanar circuits for multiple applications. In contrast to the cantilever-type switches, the 
bridge-types are symmetric structures and therefore (as discussed in Section 2.2), when actu-
ated, they are able to control one of the fundamental CPW modes (either even or odd), leaving 
the other mode ideally unaffected. Some minor effects such as a small even-mode parasitic 
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capacitance (in case of the ohmic-contact parallel switch discussed in Section 5.2.3) occur but 
with a very limited impact on the circuit behavior.

5.2.1. Capacitive-contact parallel switch

Figure 11 shows two fabricated capacitive-contact parallel switches. The change between 
ON and OFF states is performed by moving the suspended membrane, which can be actu-
ated through bias pads connected to two symmetrical polysilicon electrodes placed under 
the membrane. A floating metal (FLOMET) strip is placed on top of the dielectric under the 
membrane. The overlapping area between FLOMET and a multi-metal layer under the bridge 
(CPW center conductor) defines a MIM capacitor, as described in Section 3. When the actua-
tion voltage is equal or higher than the pull-in voltage Vpull_in, the bridge collapses on the 
FLOMET, producing a reproducible, constant-value down-state capacitance. The resistance of 
the ohmic contact between the membrane and the FLOMET strip fixes the amount of switch 

Parameter Ohmic-cantilever 
straight/semicircle

Capacitive, clamped/
folded

Ohmic-series Ohmic-
parallel (SAB)

Figure 10(a)/10(b) 11(a)/11(b) 13(a) 14(a)

Supporting beam radius 
(μm)

−/16 — — —

Meander length, a (μm) — −/30 — 30

Supporting beam width 
(μm)

16 −/10 — 10

Supporting beam length, 
b (μm)

40 −/75 — 75

Supporting beam length, 
e (μm)

— −/45 — 77.5

Membrane width, c (μm) 90 90 100 90

Window width, d (μm) — — — 60

Membrane length, f (μm) 170 580/230 580 165

Bottom electrodes area 
(μm2)

13,500 2 × 22,800/2 × 7650 2 × 22,800 2 × 7650

Contact area (μm2) 3 × 10 × 30 100 × 90*/50 × 90* 2 × 10 × 90 2 × 10 × 12

Spring constant, keff 
(N/m)‡

2.3/1.6 104.5/32.5 104.5 15.4

Pull-in voltage, Vpull_in 
(V)†

10.6/8.8 60/14 49 14

Resonant frequency 
(KHz)

8‡/6.6‡ 16.25 ‡/25.3‡ 16.25†,‡ 17.1‡

†Measured.
‡Calculated using the mechanical analysis of Section 4.
*Floating metal area.

Table 1. Dimensions and mechanical parameters of the switches.
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RF insertion loss. The MIM capacitor combined with the membrane inductance defines an 
RLC circuit in the down state. The RF equivalent circuit details are given in Section 6.

The capacitive switch shown in Figure 11(a) uses a clamped-clamped membrane suspension. 
The device was fabricated on a quartz substrate with a thickness h = 500 μm and an air gap 
gi = 2.7 μm. The area of each actuation electrode is 120 × 190 μm2. The MIM capacitor area is 
90 × 100 μm2, which gives a capacitance of 3.8 pF. The capacitive switch of Figure 11(b) uses a 
folded-beam suspension. It was fabricated on a quartz substrate with a thickness h = 300 μm 

Figure 11. Capacitive-contact parallel switch. (a) Fabricated switch using a clamped-clamped membrane. (b) Fabricated 
switch using a folded-beam suspension. (c) for a device with a folded-beam suspension: Simulation of initial deformation 
due to residual stress.

Figure 10. Cantilever-type ohmic-contact switch. (a) Straight-shaped suspension. (b) Semi-circular-shaped suspension. 
(c) Simulation of initial deformation due to residual stress on the semi-circular suspension device.
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and an air gap gi = 1.6 μm. Each actuation electrode has an area of 90 × 85 μm2. The MIM capaci-
tor area is 90 × 50 μm2, which gives a capacitance of 1.5 pF (without taking into account the 
fringing fields) calculated, as with the previous switch, using 2.5-D planar-simulation software. 
As with the cantilever switch shown in Figure 10(b), the deformation of the bridge due to stress 
gradients was simulated using ANSYS® 3D FEA. As shown in Figure 11(c), the maximum ini-
tial deflection is 0.11 μm. The simulated stiffness constant is keff = 32.5 N/m, and the calculated 
pull-in voltage is Vpull_in = 15.6 V. Figure 12 shows the measured hysteresis of the switch. The 
measured pull-in voltage when the isolation is higher than 12 dB at 10 GHz is Vpull_in = 14 V.

5.2.2. Ohmic-contact series switch

A photograph of an ohmic-contact series switch is shown in Figure 13(a). It was fabricated on 
a quartz substrate with a thickness h = 500 μm and an air gap gi = 2.7 μm The CPW line does 
not have continuity under the membrane. When the membrane is in its up state, the switch is 
OFF, while when the membrane is in a down state, the switch is ON, since the metallic mem-
brane puts into contact the two sides of the CPW line. Two electrodes are placed under the 
membrane at both sides to generate the actuation force. The area of each actuation electrode is 
120 × 190 μm2. As with the previous switches, the bias pads are isolated from the membrane 
using thin high-resistivity silicon bias lines.

For this switch, the switching and release times were key parameters in radiometric applica-
tions, as discussed in Section 7. The measured switching and release times are 100 μs and 
15 μs, respectively. To more accurately assess the switch behavior after the membrane release 
(evolving from ON state to OFF state), the energy model discussed in Section 4 was applied 
as follows. The evolution in time of the switch transmission coefficient magnitude    |  S  

21
   (t)  |    (isola-

tion) at a given RF frequency (f = 3 GHz) was measured after removing the applied actuation 
voltage. Then, from the energy equation (Eq. (2)), which can be solved numerically, the evolu-
tion of the capacitance C(yr) was calculated. Next, using the equivalent circuit for this particu-
lar switch design (Figure 18(a)), the switch transmission coefficient magnitude as a function 

Figure 12. Measurement of hysteresis of the switch with a folded suspension (Figure 11(b)) showing pull-in and  
pull-out traces.
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of frequency    |  S  
21

   (f)  |    was computed which, assuming no parasitic effects (Lp = 0 and Cp = 0) and 
no inner line sections, is expressed as

    |   S  21    (  f )    |    =   
4π Z  0   f C  (   y  r   )   

  ____________  
 √ 
______________

  1 +   (  4π Z  0   f C  (   y  r   )    )     
2
   
    (4)

where Z0 is the reference impedance and f is the RF frequency. Figure 13(b) compares the 
simulated evolution of    |   S  21  (t ) |     calculated using Eq. (4) (particularized at f = 3 GHz) to the 
measured    |  S  

21
   (t)  |    for the series ohmic-contact switch shown in Figure 13(a), showing a good 

agreement.

Figure 13. Ohmic-contact series switch. (a) Fabricated switch. (b) Measured and simulated time evolution of the 
microwave isolation after release (switch going from ON state to OFF state).

Figure 14. Ohmic-contact parallel switch (switchable air bridge) using a folded-beam suspension. (a) Fabricated switch. 
(b) Measurement of hysteresis showing pull-in and pull-out traces.
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5.2.3. Ohmic-contact parallel switch (switchable air bridge)

Figure 14(a) shows a switchable air bridge (SAB) that can be used in CPW reconfigurable 
multimodal circuits for a selective use of the CPW odd mode. The device was fabricated 
on a quartz substrate with a thickness h = 300 μm and an air gap gi = 1.6 μm. The structure 
features a reinforced gold membrane with two ohmic contacts at the edges. The bridge mem-
brane is anchored to isolated islands by folded-beam suspensions, made of a 1.8-μm-thick, 
10-μm-wide single gold layer. When an actuation voltage equal or higher than the pull-in 
voltage Vpull_in is applied, the bridge collapses over an underpass metal layer connected to 
the ground planes of the CPW. The SAB has an air gap of 1.6 μm, and the distance between 
the membrane and the bottom ohmic contacts over the underpass metal layer is 1.3 μm. The 
measured hysteresis of the ohmic switch is shown in Figure 14(b). The pull-in voltage was 
measured when the isolation is higher than 17 dB at 10 GHz. The measured pull-in voltage 
is Vpull_in = 14 V, and the simulated stiffness constant is keff = 15.4 N/m. The first-mode mechan-
ical resonant frequency f0m = 17.1 kHz was obtained from the electromechanical analysis 
(ANSYS®).

The air gap of ohmic contacts placed on the top and bottom electrodes could be affected by 
stress gradients during fabrication. As with the previous switches, the deformation of the 
bridge was simulated using ANSYS® 3D FEA. The structure can handle positive- and nega-
tive-stress gradients without compromising on the function of the switch. Figure 15(a) shows 
the deformation of the bilayer membrane. For this case, the simulated maximum initial deflec-
tion is smaller than 0.16 μm.

The measured topography of the device just after fabrication (Figure 15(b)) shows a very 
good agreement with the 3D FEA results, thus validating this analysis. This model can then 
be used to extract the nonlinear stiffness values that in turn can modify the potential energy 
curve shown in Figure 9.

Figure 15. (a) Initial deformation due to residual stress. (b) Measured topography of the device just after fabrication.
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Table 1 shows the dimensions and the main mechanical parameters of the switches pre-
sented in this section. The membrane/cantilever height is 1.6 μm in all cases except for the 
capacitive-contact parallel switch with the clamped-clamped membrane and the ohmic-
contact series switch, both featuring a membrane height of 2.7 μm. While the pull-in 
voltages are measured, the spring constant and the mechanical resonant frequency are 
computed using the 3D FEA method presented in Section 4. For the ohmic-contact series 
switch, the mechanical resonant frequency was also measured using the method reported 
in [56].

6. RF-MEMS switch electrical modeling and characterization

6.1. Parallel and series switch models

6.1.1. Capacitive-contact parallel switch

The configuration of a capacitive-contact parallel switch is shown in Figure 11. It is able to 
control the propagation of the CPW even mode and simultaneously suppress the CPW odd 
mode because the lateral metal planes are permanently connected through the switch mem-
brane. When the switch is in its “up” (OFF) state, the capacitance between the elevated mem-
brane and the RF line underneath (COFF) is very small. When a bias voltage greater than the 
pull-in voltage is applied between the membrane and the lower electrodes, the membrane 
moves down and gets in contact with the floating metal deposited on top of the RF line, imple-
menting the switch “down” (ON) state. In this case, the switch capacitance (CON) is that of the 
parallel-plate capacitor defined between the floating metal pad and the underneath RF line 
section, across a thin oxide layer. The thinner the oxide layer and the larger the overlapping 
area between the floating metal and the RF line, the larger is the ON capacitance CON. Thus, 
the device acts as a switched capacitance. For a highly efficient switch, it is desired to have a 
high capacitance ratio CON/COFF.

Figure 16 shows an equivalent circuit of the switch, which applies to both states. Capacitance 
C accounts for the switched capacitance and adopts two possible values, CON and COFF. The 
resistance RC and inductance LC are membrane resistance and inductance, respectively, at 
either side of the capacitive contact. The RF frequency at which the switch presents a maxi-
mum insertion loss in its ON state is given by the approximate expression   f  

0
   = (1 / π)·  √ 

__________
 2 ·  L  

C
   ·  C  

ON
     . 

Figure 16. Capacitive-contact parallel-switch equivalent circuit.
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A proper combination of the switch ON capacitance CON and inductance LC is selected to yield 
the desired operating frequency f0 and membrane dimensions for a given fabrication tech-
nology. Short even-mode CPW transmission line sections are considered at each side of the 
membrane, with characteristic impedances Z0e and Z0e2 which depend on the CPW line and 
slot dimensions. The inductance Lp and capacitance Cp are modeling the small parasitic effects 
due to changes in the width of the CPW central strip and lateral ground planes and can be 
obtained by adjusting their values to fit a 2.5 D electromagnetic simulation of the CPW struc-
ture. The CPW propagation constant and characteristic impedance are also obtained from 
the electromagnetic simulation of a straight CPW line section of the same dimensions excited 
with a CPW even mode.

6.1.2. Parallel and series ohmic-contact switches

The configuration of an ohmic-contact parallel switch (switchable air bridge or SAB) is shown 
in Figure 14. This switch is used to efficiently control the CPW odd-mode propagation. When 
the switch is in its “up” (OFF) state, the capacitance between the elevated membrane and the 
two RF ohmic contacts at either lateral metal plane is negligible (C=COFF < 1 fF) because the 
overlap area for contacts is extremely small. When a bias voltage greater than the pull-in 
voltage is applied between the membrane and the lower electrodes, the membrane moves 
down and the two edges get in contact with the lateral metal planes, implementing a “bridge” 
which performs a double ohmic contact (switch “down”—ON—state). The membrane has a 
window in the center part to reduce the capacitance between the membrane and the central 
CPW strip, in such a way to minimize the impact on the propagation of the CPW even mode. 
This capacitance, obtained from measurement, is 47 fF.

Figure 17 shows an equivalent circuit of the switch for the OFF state (Figure 17(a)) and ON 
state (Figure 17(b)). The same parasitic inductance Lp and capacitance Cp as in the circuit of 
Figure 16 can be observed, but will certainly have different values because they are now 
modeling the CPW odd mode. The CPW line sections now refer to the CPW odd mode with 

Figure 17. Ohmic-contact parallel-switch equivalent circuit. (a) OFF. (b) ON.
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characteristic impedances Z0s and Z0s2 which depend on the CPW line and slot dimensions. 
For both states, we consider the same membrane resistance RC and inductance LC. In OFF 
state, the capacitance COFF between the elevated membrane and the two RF ohmic contacts is 
taken into account, although its effect is almost negligible.

To control the CPW even-mode propagation using ohmic-contact switches, the cantilever-
type switch configuration shown in Figure 10 can be used. It is observed that the odd mode 
is suppressed using air bridges. Therefore, the equivalent circuit for this kind of switches is 
the same as the one shown in Figure 17, but changing the CPW line characteristic impedances 
Z0s and Z0s2 with Z0e and Z0e2, respectively. If the two air bridges were removed, the CPW line 
is able to propagate the CPW odd mode simultaneously to the even mode. In this case, the 
cantilever-type switch configuration can be used to generate the CPW odd mode whenever 

Figure 18. Ohmic-contact series-switch equivalent circuit. (a) OFF. (b) ON.

Figure 19. Measured isolation (OFF) and insertion loss (ON) of the fabricated switches compared to simulations of 
circuit models. (a) Capacitive-contact parallel switch shown in Figure 11(b) (model in Figure 16). (b) Cantilever-type 
ohmic-contact parallel switch shown in Figure 10(a) (model in Figure 17).
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the switch is in its ON state. This structure is favorably used in reconfigurable multimodal 
filters, as explained in Section 7.2.

The CPW even mode can be controlled without suppressing the odd mode by using the 
bridge-type ohmic-contact series switch configuration shown in Figure 13. In this case, the 
equivalent circuit for the even mode is shown in Figure 18. In the OFF state, the switch 
behaves as a small series capacitance (C = COFF ≈ 6 fF), and it can be described as a series R-L 
circuit in the ON state.

6.2. Experimental characterization

Figures 19 and 20 compare the measured to simulated results of the switches presented in 
Section 5 and modeled in Section 6.1. The switch insertion loss (ON state) and isolation (OFF 
state) are plotted as a function of frequency.

Figure 20. (a) Measured isolation (OFF) and insertion loss (ON) of the fabricated ohmic-contact parallel switch (SAB) 
shown in Figure 14(a) compared to simulations using the circuit model shown in Figure 17. (b) Measured isolation (OFF) 
and insertion loss (ON) of the fabricated bridge-type ohmic-contact series-switch shown in Figure 13(a).

Parameter Capacitive: direct clamp/folded Ohmic: parallel Ohmic: cantilever Ohmic: series

OFF ON OFF ON OFF ON OFF ON

Lp (nH) 0 0 0 0 0.02 0.02 0 0

Cp (fF) 8.5 8.5 3 3 0 0 6 6

LC(pH) 28 / 7 28 / 7 180 180 100 100 0 230

C (fF) 1 / 30.5 3800 / 1530 0.9 − 5.1 − 3.35 −

RC (Ω) 0.27 / 0.1 0.27 / 0.1 0.3 3.2 0 1 0 2.4

Z0x (Ω)* 76.1 / 78.6 76.1 / 78.6 100 100 45.3 45.3 97 97

Z0x2(Ω)* 118.7 / 148.5 118.7 / 148.5 195 195 63.5 63.5 152 152

*x = e (even) or o (odd) according to Figures 16–18.

Table 2. Equivalent circuit elements of Figures 16–18 (switches Figures 10, 11, 13, and 14).
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In Table 2, the values of the equivalent circuit elements obtained to fit measurement are listed. 
The capacitive switch features a high capacitance ratio (CON/COFF = 50.2). The ohmic switches 
feature low insertion loss (<1 dB) and high isolation (>20 dB) for f < 10 GHz (parallel switch) 
and for f < 25 GHz (series switch).

7. Design of multimodal reconfigurable microwave and mm-wave 
circuits

This section presents two applications of the RF-MEMS presented in Section 5 when com-
bined with the multimodal circuits presented in Section 2: 180° phase switches and bandpass 
filters. All of them were fabricated using the process described in Section 3.

7.1. Phase switches

A 180° phase switch is a circuit that shifts the phase between 0 and 180°. This is a multi-purpose 
element required in the microwave and millimeter-wave applications, such as high- sensitivity 
radiometers or electronic beam steering in phased-array antennas. The specifications for these 
systems are, in most cases, a broadband operation, a low power consumption, and small size. 
They can be implemented monolithically using HBT/HEMT-based MMICs or using MEMS-
based solutions as shown subsequently.

Figure 21(a) shows a compact, uniplanar 180° phase switch fabricated on a quartz substrate 
[9]. It is based on two different back-to-back (BTB) CPW-to-slotline transitions [39] (symmetric 
and antisymmetric transitions, respectively), creating two phase paths with a relative trans-
mission phase shift between them of 180°. Each path is selected using two single-pole- double-
throw (SPDT) switches. The SPDT consists of two ohmic-contact MEMS series switches 

Figure 21. (a) Manufactured 180° phase switch. (b) Measured insertion loss (symmetric and antisymmetric paths) and 
measured phase shift between the two paths.
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(described in Section 5.2.2) and a power divider. Figure 21(b) shows the measured perfor-
mance of the circuit, featuring a 180° ± 5° phase shift between both states in a bandwidth of 
35% (14–20 GHz), with an insertion loss smaller than 2 dB in both paths.

Figure 22(a) shows the photograph of a second compact, uniplanar 180° phase switch fabri-
cated on a quartz substrate [10]. In this case, it is based on an air-bridged CPW cross [57]. The 
two CPW arms of the cross are loaded with capacitive-contact MEMS switches (described 
in Section 5.2.1). The two phase-switch states (0°/180°) are obtained by actuating the MEMS 
switches in opposite states (ON/OFF and OFF/ON), resulting in a multimodal interaction 
between the two CPW modes (even and odd) at the air-bridged cross. The CPW-to-slotline 
transition [39] at the input port and the CPW taper at the output port are included in order 
to enable the measurement of the circuit with a probe station. Figure 22(b) shows the mea-
sured results of phase shift between both states and insertion loss, featuring 180° +1.8°/−1° 
and ± 0.1 dB insertion-loss unbalance, respectively, in a very wide bandwidth (5–25 GHz). The 
measured insertion loss is better than 2 dB in 10–20-GHz frequency band.

7.2. Uniplanar bandpass filters

Figure 23(a) shows a second-order bandwidth-reconfigurable bandpass filter, which was fab-
ricated on a quartz substrate (h = 500 μm) [11]. The λo/2 slotline resonators are coupled by a 
slotline short-circuit (K12). The filter features multimodal immittance inverters (MIIs) based 
on CPW-to-slotline transitions [37, 58] which are embedded in the input and output slot-
line resonators. As shown in Figure 23(b), two cantilever-type ohmic-contact MEMS switches 
(described in Section 5.1) are used to enable reconfigurable MIIs. When actuated, the switches 
modify the input and output coupling of the filter (K01 and K23), resulting in a change in the fil-
ter’s fractional bandwidth (FBW). To keep the central frequency constant, another cantilever 
MEMS switch (also shown in Figure 23(b)) is integrated in K12 and actuated simultaneously. 
Figure 23(c) shows the filter measured results. It features two FBW states of 0.082 (when the 
inner switches are actuated) and 0.043 (when the outer switches and the impedance inverter 
switch are actuated), while maintaining a constant center frequency (18.9 GHz).

Figure 24(a) shows a second-order bandpass filter fabricated on a 5-KΩ-cm high-resistivity 
silicon substrate (εr = 11.9, h = 200 μm), which uses switchable air bridges or SABs [6] (shown 
in Figure 24(b)) similar to the SAB of Figure 14(a). The SABs are described in Section 5.2.3. Like 

Figure 22. (a) Manufactured 180° phase switch. (b) Measured insertion loss for the two states and phase shift between 
the two states.
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the previous example, the filter is fed by reconfigurable MII structures with embedded CPW-
to-slotline transitions but uses quarter-wavelength resonators coupled by a slotline gap. When 
actuated, the SABs reduce the resonators’ effective length, which in turn increases the reso-
nance frequency. As a result, the filter center frequency is shifted up. Figure 24(c) shows the 

Figure 24. (a) Second-order frequency-reconfigurable bandpass filter. (b) Detail of reconfigurable MIIs and SAB. (c) Filter 
measured insertion loss and return loss.

Figure 23. (a) Second-order bandwidth-reconfigurable bandpass filter. (b) Detail of reconfigurable MIIs and 
reconfigurable inductive coupling K12. (c) Filter measured insertion loss and return loss.
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filter measured results. It features two operating frequencies, f0 = 12 GHz and f0 = 13 GHz, with 
a constant fractional bandwidth (FBW) of 14%. The measured filter IL is 4.6 dB in both states.

8. Conclusion

In this chapter, the design considerations of RF-MEMS switches aimed to be integrated in 
uniplanar multimodal reconfigurable circuits for operation in the microwave and mm-wave 
bands have been presented. Different configurations of series and parallel switches featuring 
ohmic and capacitive contact have been discussed in detail, including the analysis of mechani-
cal topologies which minimize the initial deformation due to residual stress. The fabrication 
process has been described, which provides the required flexibility to integrate the MEMS 
switches into higher-level RF communication systems. The switch RF behavior has been mod-
eled using suitable equivalent circuits for both (ON/OFF) switch states. The models can easily 
be embedded into complex multimodal environments which enable multipurpose, compact 
designs. The fabricated switches have been experimentally characterized in terms of hyster-
esis, RF isolation (OFF state), and RF insertion loss (ON state), demonstrating an excellent 
behavior. As practical examples of the application into communication systems, some of the 
proposed switches have successfully been integrated into 0°/180° phase switches and into 
reconfigurable filters with either center frequency or fractional-bandwidth reconfiguration, 
showing excellent performances.
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